Grandpa’s Goody Getter Assembly Instructions
IT IS IMPORTANT FOR YOU TO WATCH ALL VIDEOS AT OUR WEB SITE
SETUP: After unpacking the press the Goody Getter must be secured on a board at least 24” long, a workbench
or any table large enough to meet the user’s needs. If you use a board, it is best to clamp board in place when
using. The more solid the better.
Next, screw the handle all the way in. Use a large screwdriver in the slotted end to tighten it securely. Then lock
the handle in place with the nut that is provided. A loose handle may result in a broken handle.
Next, Push the handle backwards, press down firmly and remove the cotter pin, which is located approximately
4” from the bottom at the rear of the press. Then let the handle back up to the neutral position and you are ready
to use your new Goody Getter.

GOODY GETTER OPERATION: Stand in front of the press push the handle away from you opening the
rams of the press. Place the nut between the rams with the points up and down. Wrap your thumb and forefinger
loosely around the center of the nut. Pull the handle forward and down until you feel the nut crack all the way
around. (Glove is optional) You will quickly learn when the nut is cracked correctly without crushing the
nutmeats. DO NOT LUBRICATE “ANY” PARTS OTHER THAN THOSE INDICATED. Incorrect
lubrication may result in press malfunction.
LUBRICATION: Use bearing grease on cam and between lever and upper ram as shown in illustration. Put
two or three drops of oil in each cam bushing hole every 10 hours of use or after a long storage period. Pull the
handle forward and down as you grease the cam and be certain to apply grease all the way around the cam
surface because the backside of the cam works the slide bar and bottom ram. IMPORTANT: Grease the cam
every 20 to 30 minutes for the first 10 hours of use, then as needed so your Goody Getter works smoothly.
If the cam is properly greased you will never bend a handle. If it is not, it will be harder to use and may bend a
handle.
If the slide bar sticks or drags and the cam has been properly greased loosen the 3/8” bolt under the slide bar
until it turns freely. Now it is broken in and will work even smoother. If the slide bar slips when cracking a nut,
first tighten the 3/8” bolt just until it does not turn. Check for any foreign substance (oil, water or build up of
dirt) on the slide bar. If that does not correct it then sand the top and bottom surface of the slide bar and that
WILL end the problem.
WARRANTY: GRANDPA’S GOODY GETTER HAS A TWO YEAR PARTS AND LABOR
WARRANTY. Customer is responsible for all freight charges.
Any problems arise; please call us first for any assistance or for refund.
Dennis Bacon - (573) 552-9090 or Text me – 573-825-5723
Voicemail – (573) 746-2147
grandpasgoodygetter@gmail.com
www.grandpasgoodygetter.com

